ABSTRACT Despite the huge amount of traffic surveillance videos and images have been accumulated in the daily monitoring, deep learning approaches have been underutilized in the application of traffic intelligent management and control. In this paper, traffic images, including various illumination, weather conditions, and vast scenarios, are extracted from the current surveillance system using in Shaanxi Province and preprocessed to set up a proper training dataset. In order to detect traffic congestion, a network structure is proposed based on residual learning to be pre-trained and fine-tuned. The network is then transferred to the traffic application and re-trained with self-established training dataset to generate the TrafficNet. The accuracy of TrafficNet to classify congested and uncongested road states reaches 99% for the validation dataset and 95% for the testing dataset. The proposed TrafficNet are verified by a regional detection of traffic congestion on a large-scale surveillance system currently using in China. The effectiveness and efficiencies are magnificently demonstrated with quick detection in the high accuracy in the case study. The experimental trial could extend its successful application to traffic surveillance system and has potential enhancement for intelligent transport system in future.
I. INTRODUCTION
With fast-development of deep learning-based approaches, they have been shown applicable to many different imagerecognition tasks in clinical diagnosis, robotics and so on [1] . However, it is surprised that few successful applications in the transportation system have been reported, especially in consideration of huge amount traffic video and image using in monitoring the urban road network and freeway [2] . According to the current situation, most of the cameras play their roles as passive monitory but cannot automatically detect the congestion on time. The detection of congestion mainly relies on lots of manpower to report congestion manually when it happens randomly in the road network. It is extremely tedious and time-consuming to keep watching all the day and identify congestion from the current surveillance system using in traffic monitoring hall. Furthermore, it is impossible to watch all the cameras relies on human eyes considering numerous cameras covering a large-scale region using in the freeway. However, prompt detection of the traffic congestion in large-scale region is important. Prompt detection can prevent extended congestion with devastating evolution from the initial controllable traffic congestion, which is one of the important applications in intelligent transport system (ITS).
In order to detect the road state of congestion, commercial video detector, vehicle detector, and other equipment are developed and installed [3] , [4] . However, high-cost of those equipment limits their application. For example, the commercially used video detector can successfully identify the congestion with additional video capture board costing around 1000 dollars per cameras. The expensive supercomputer is also needed to process cameras local in large-scale region simultaneously. The transmission and computation of the continuous video record consume lots of equipment costs and electrical resources. Take one minute as an example, the video system has to continuously process 1500 framed-pictures to extract features via filtering, edge detection, background segment, and other algorithms in the basis of 60 second multiple 25 frames per second as shown in Fig. 1 . The processing is uninterruptedly conducted so the high-performance computer is needed to meet the requirement of real-time application. In considering the gradually changing of road state, detection 25 times per second to generate precise traffic flow may not be unnecessary for purely reporting congestion. If the video detection can be converted to the less framed picture detection for processing one picture per minute, it could save lots of resources as demonstrated in the figure. Previous imagebased detection method surfers from poor detection accuracy limits its practical applications. Seeing that the remarkable improvement of the deep learning approaches emerges in those days, it is worth to investigate the image-based detection and extend it to the practical application [5] - [7] .
Traffic condition has been classified based on convolutional neural network (CNN) are proposed recently [1] , [8] . Traffic feature is successfully extracted and interpreted for classification. In order to further improve the detection accuracy of deep learning approaches, residual learning is proposed and has successfully applied to various aspects. The residual network-based approaches make the deep network to get better performance. With the exploration of the stateof-art deep residual network, improvement technologies are investigated including typical milestone nets, data augmentation methods, transfer technology and supervised learning for higher detection accuracy. Consider the feature difference between traffic image and that in vision benchmarks, a systematic study should be conducted to push the congestion recognition accuracy to a new level for daily surveillance use. For this practical application, the generalized ability of the network for new input images is significant to explore.
In order to meet the requirement of the practical application, spatial and temporal information of congestion occurrence is vital for subsequence precise regional traffic management and control. With accurate detection of congestion incorporated with spatial and temporal information, the overall distribution of traffic congestion in a region could be sorted out. That multiple dimensional information could be then compounded and reported from cameras in a large-scale range using in regional surveillance systems and automatically visualize the congestion area to assist people watching the monitor system more efficiently.
In this paper, we first set up the traffic image dataset with more than 30,000 initial images selected from 14470 cameras used in freeway monitoring hall under the charge of Shaanxi Province Traffic Management Bureau. Although those initial images are labeled by onsite staff, those labels must be re-checked to fit the ground truth and kick off the error and similar images. 6600 representative images are selected as original traffic training dataset. After further preprocessing and data augmentation, the training dataset is built up including various illumination, weather conditions, and vast scenarios. Three deep TrafficNet based on residual learning are proposed and pre-trained on the image benchmarks with large data size and then transfer their structure and weight for local re-training. After fine-tuning the learning process, the re-trained TrafficNet with established local dataset can initially detect the congestion in high accuracy. The initial classification of congestion and non-congestion images are stored in the local buffer station. Each images with the detected result is added with spatial and temporal information before transmission to the regional server. The TrafficNet is also evaluated on Xi'an RaoCheng freeway as a case study to show its effectiveness for practical congestion detection. A regional detection of the traffic congestion is successfully identified in a large-scale surveillance system.
II. RELATED WORK
Deep learning algorithms have the potential implementation meanings to be intensely used in many fields of the transportation system, from traffic flow prediction to traffic VOLUME 6, 2018 congestion recognition. Classification of traffic condition is one of the most important parts of an ITS [9] , which can be widely utilized in traffic control strategies, traffic flow analysis and so on.
In recent years, with the development of deep learning, more and more image datasets and objects classification approaches have applied to solve the problem of image classification. The accuracy of image classification also has been dramatically improved [10] , [11] . Those image datasets focusing on classification of birds, dogs, vehicles, and aircraft. Those approaches can be roughly divided into two categories included traditional machine learning-based method and deep learning-based approaches.
In terms of traditional machine learning-based method, K-nearest neighbor (KNN) was commonly used to classify images. Support vector machine (SVM) was also used for classifying hyperspectral images with satisfactory results [13] . All those traditional image processing methods were hard to use in the classification of traffic images in consideration of various scenarios and disturbances.
Deep learning approaches have been dramatically improved with high-performed computer emerged. In 2006, Hinton et al. [14] proposed a way to perform the fastgreedy layer-wise learning of deep belief network (DBN) in an unsupervised way. Classification method shifted its research direction into the deep learning-based method and moved to artificial intelligence (AI) level. Deep learning method conquered the shortcoming of traditional machine learning algorithms, which rely on hand-designed features. Convolutional neural network (CNN) and recurrent neural network (RNN) are successful examples of supervised deep learning algorithms, which require a considerable amount of training data. Restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM), DBN and autoencoder as the unsupervised learning approaches, are applied to study the use in medical image analysis [15] . CNN may be proposed by Fukushima and Miyake in 1982 [16] , but LeCun et al. [17] first utilized it to recognize handwritten digits automatic and got a successful performance. As a specific type of deep neural network (DNN), CNN was successfully applied in image classification tasks [18] , a method was introduced to classifying front view vehicles, which used a semi-supervised approach for training a CNN model [19] . CNN models also were introduced in traffic sign classification [20] and vehicle logo classification [21] . As for the traffic flow prediction aspect, CNN model also has some applications [22] and vehicle counting can be noticed in [23] and [24] .
In recent years, the CNN-based model appeared as a powerful framework for feature extraction and recognition dominated various image tasks [25] . In 2012, AlexNet using CNN-based has intensely improved with deep learning algorithm which has been successfully used in the famous image competition ILSVRC [26] , [27] . Since then, CNN-based in image recognition has been widely used and became popular in image recognition and visual learning. At the same time, people adopt GPU to solve the problem of training in big data size. VGG networks [28] with more layers of CNN achieved a better result than the previous approaches. After studying several different VGG architectures, 16-and 19-layers variants are the most promising ones, which got a top-5 validation error of 7.5% and 7.3% respectively, on the ILSVRC 2014. GoogLeNet is also a CNN-based model introduced in 2014. GoogLeNet inception-v1 achieved a top-5 validation error of 6.67% and got the first on the ILSVRC 2014 [29] . Residual networks (ResNet) was then proposed in 2015 [30] . It utilized the concept of shortcut connections, stacked by a set of residual blocks for residual learning. The ResNet architecture got the first on the ILSVRC 2015, which combined six models in different depths to compose an ensemble, achieving a top-5 validation error of 3.57%. Experimental results get from two famous datasets including CIFAR-10 set and ImageNet set displayed that residual learning can not only improve the recognition performance but also reduced the degradation phenomenon. After that residual learning has found its applications in various aspects. For example, Yu et al. [31] successfully utilized the very deep residual networks in melanoma recognition, and get a better performance. Shen et al. [32] proposed a module based on residual learning, which called deep cross residual module, for HEp-2 cell staining pattern classification in high accuracy. Pham et al. [33] exploited the residual learning and applied it effectively to human action recognition. It is worth to further exploration of residual learning for traffic applications.
III. METHODOLOGY
Basic residual block using in our proposed method are first illustrated in this section. Residual learning following is committed to solving the gradient fading problems, making it possible to train very deep networks architectures. In a study of the paramount difference between residual learning model and traditional CNN models, we also adopt is the distinct path to backpropagate to early layers during the training process. Owing to the identity shortcut connections in residual learning model, a higher performance is achieved by building a deeper network. In this paper, we utilized the residual learning method and build our model named TrafficNet, for the purpose to fulfill the traffic congestion image classification task.
A. BUILDING RESIDUAL LEARNING BLOCK
ResNet is a deep residual learning network framework, which is composed of a set of residual blocks. As it is shown in Fig. 2 , a residual block with two stack layers defined as:
where x is the input vector of the residual block, and H (x) is the output vector. F (x, {W i }) is the residual mapping need to be learned. The multiple convolutional layers represent as F (x) = W 2 ε (W 1 x) , where ε denotes the activation function, W 1 , W 2 represent the weights of the first layer and the second layer respectively. The formulation of F (x) + x can be achieved by shortcut connections, those shortcut connections can skip one or more layers, which is used to perform as identity mapping. The outputs of identity shortcut connections are then added to the outputs of the stacked layers, and this process does not introduce extra parameters or complicated computation. Furthermore, if the dimensions between F and x is mismatching, W j is applied as a linear projection to match the dimensions (by 1 × 1 convolutions), which is defined as:
B. IDENTITY MAPPING According to the above (1) and (2), we have presented process of residual learning, if let x l as the input vector to the l-th residual block and y l as the output vector, the residual block performs the following computation:
where W l is a set of weights and biases correlative with the l-th residual block, F denotes the residual function, which is a set of two 3 × 3 convolutional layers. f denotes the activation function as ReLU. The framework is illustrated in Fig. 3 . In this process, h (x l ) is used as an identity mapping h (x l ) = x l , so it is equivalent to the residual mappings F(x). Next, if let f is also an identity mapping [34], we can get the following equations:
FIGURE 3. The framework of identity mapping.
So, when we put (5) to (6), we can get this equation:
After the recursive process, finally we can get:
where x L represent any deeper block L, x l represent any shallower block l.
is the sum of all the foregoing residual functions outputs. So, any x L is an additive result.
Owing to (8) , when the network is trained by SGD with backpropagation it has been proved to have a better performance. According to the chain rule of backpropagation, ∂ε/∂x l can be calculated as:
where ∂ε/∂x l indicates that the information propagates straightly without weight layers. As for
, demonstrating that information propagates through the weight layers. This indicates that no matter how small the weights is, the gradient of a layer will not fade.
C. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE OF TRAFFICNET
We proposed three deep residual TrafficNet with different layers, called TrafficNet1, TrafficNet2 and TrafficNet3, respectively, which using more 3-layer 'bottleneck' residual blocks. The original residual block design is shown in Fig. 4 . Other than the original residual block design, 'bottleneck' residual blocks, which use a stack of 3 layers, named 'bottleneck' layer. This architecture is showing in Fig. 5 , those layers are 1 × 1, 3 × 3, and 1 × 1 convolution. The 1 × 1 layer has the function that reducing the dimensions and restoring the dimensions, which means that the 3 × 3 bottleneck layer having a smaller input/output dimension. This can effectively reduce the number of parameters and build a deeper network with similar complexity.
The inputs of TrafficNet are 224 pixels × 224 pixels RGB images. Take TrafficNet3 as an example to explain the proposed network structure. Five groups of convolutional layers are adopted. The final outputs of the fifth group convolutions are 7 × 7, which resized the image into smaller size of 32 times. Every passing through convolutional layers, the image size is reduced by 2 with totally 5 convolutional operations. In those five groups of convolutions, the sizes of feature maps are {112, 56, 28,14,7} successively, and the channels of each group of convolutions are {64,128,256,1024,2048} successively. A global average pooling and a fully-connected layer is used at the end. The detailed structure of TrafficNet1, TrafficNet2 and TrafficNet3 is shown in the Table 1 . Down-sampling is applied in conv3a, conv4a, and conv5a with a stride of 2.
D. TRANSFER LEARNING AND DATA AUGMENTATION
Transfer learning is a deep learning approach which mainly issues on re-purposing learned classifiers for the new tasks. Many computer vision works can utilize it as a suitable learning start point, such as the random initialization. TrafficNet pre-trained model with the first five groups of the convolutional structure is applied as a feature extractor. The fully connected classification layer is added. As for the initial stage of fine-tuning work, a smaller learning rate is utilized in this process to protect the initial weight. Consider a dataset with 6600 images we established is much smaller to ILSVRC training dataset. We select ILSVRC image dataset to train our proposed very deep neural networks first. Data augmentation are applied to increase the whole number of our training dataset, especially the amount of congestion group. Common data augmentation method is applied as shown in Fig. 6 including random cropping, flip vertically techniques and image rotation to generate more training samples.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A computer with Intel i7 CPU @ 4.2GHz with 1080 GPU is used to train our traffic image dataset and classify the traffic congestion image. Python 3.5 is used to realize our proposed TrafficNet1/2/3 model and a related algorithm AlexNet model for comparisons of traffic congestion image classification.
A. DATASET DESCRIPTION
Traffic congestion on the freeway is setup based on the existing surveillance system used in Shaanxi Province Traffic Management Bureau, China to setup image dataset. The traffic images are collected from 11470 surveillance cameras with a frequency of 1 minute. The situation of traffic congestion is reported dispersedly by onsite staff and marked centrally by staff working in the remote information center. According to their labels, the traffic images are collected. After the initial classification of congestion and noncongestion images, which are stored in the local station, each image would be checked manually to filter out the wrong classification and blur image. Traffic image database is therefore setup with 3400 traffic congestion images and 3200 noncongestion images, which selected from the surveillance system 24 hours a day. Various weather and lighting conditions are presented in those images shown in Fig. 7 . As we known, distinguishing congestion and large traffic density images is hard. Therefore, the situation of large traffic density is also categorized into ''congestion'' label.
B. PRE-TRAINING AND FINE-TUNING
In order to get the initial models, AlexNet and TrafficNet1/2/3 model were pre-trained on the ILSVRC-2012 dataset, respectively. Next, we re-trained our models with traffic images dataset, which named fine-tuning process. During the fine-tuning process, firstly, we divided the dataset into training, validation and testing dataset under proportion by 8:1:1. The number of training images, validation images, and testing images are 5280, 660 and 660, respectively. Next, in the training process, with the help of corresponding labels, those pre-trained models are fine-tuned by residual learning approach. After the training and validation process, a certain number of labeled images are re-captured from the testing set, which is used to test the generalized ability. The testing set is applied to assess the classification performance of the proposed model. Finally, the model for traffic image classification can be obtained. We introduced the Python programming language to perform our experiments. Python3.5 packages and libraries like TensorFlow, Keras, Anaconda are applied as supported tools to investigate the train results of AlexNet and TrafficNet1/2/3 models. Four models were assessed on our dataset and the results are detail discussed in this section.
For the comparison algorithm AlexNet, the initial learning rate that we selected is 0.001, momentum is 0.9, the batch size of 96 and 64 were selected for TrafficNet, finding that 64 is a better one. TrafficNet we proposed is performed better in term of prediction accuracy compared with AlexNet model. Batch size of 8 has a good effect compared 10 for TrafficNet1/2, and for TrafficNet3, 10 is better. Learning rate from 0.01 to 0.001 was introduced to perform this experiment, momentum selected from 0.9 to 0.95, experiment results show that a smaller learning rate will perform much better. All these parameters for the fine-tuning processed are settled.
C. VISUALIZE OUTPUT OF LAYERS MAPS
In order to investigate the training process of TrafficNet, we extracted a set of feature maps from different layers of the TrafficNet. Feature maps of congestion and non-congestion image in the shallow layer are shown in Fig. 8 , which including one original congestion image and one original non-congestion one. From visualization of the shallow layer feature maps, we can see that the features describing traffic flow are extracted for classification. The features can be interpreted to some degree and discretion of congestion is relatively clear. Besides, various channels extracted various features. The predict probability for classification ability is shown in Fig. 10 . Four images are randomly selected from the recaptured dataset with two congestion and two non-congestion images. As compared, TrafficNet3 model performs best for all detection tasks. Take the third night image for example, the predict probability indicated the detection confidence is improved from 77.3% to 94.7% Next, the training loss and validation accuracy are compared between AlexNet and TrafficNet3 as shown in Fig. 11 . Fig. 11a shows that the training loss of TrafficNet3 is much smaller than AlexNet from the first epoch. The training loss of AlexNet drops dramatically from third epoch while it of TrafficNet starts to enter a steady tendency. Fig. 11b shows that the validation accuracy of TrafficNet3 exceed 0.95 at the first epoch, compared AlexNet is 0.45.
Additionally, the validation accuracy curve of TrafficNet3 is very steady, but the AlexNet has a more fluctuated validation accuracy curve. Further comparisons among three proposed method are provided in Fig. 11c and Fig. 11d . Logarithmic coordinates are used to highlight the comparisons. In Fig. 11c , we can see that in the initial stage TrafficNet1 has relatively high training loss among them. TrafficNet2/3 are roughly remained at the same level. As the deepest TrafficNet3 has the top validation accuracy in this comparison. It is believed that further deeper TrafficNet may have better effect with more training data.
Classification accuracy, along with the batch size, learning rate and average time consumption are listed in Table 2 . TrafficNet3 also has the top testing accuracy which is reached 95% for the testing accuracy. Due to the accuracy and stability of the TrafficNet3 algorithm, it is worth to apply it into the current surveillance system to detect and report traffic congested road promptly and automatically in a satisfactory accuracy.
E. PRACTICAL APPLICATION
In order to test the practical application of proposed deep residual TrafficNet, a case study is carried out on a regional freeway. As congestion often happens on the beltway around the city, current using surveillance system are selected on Xi'an RaoCheng freeway. There are 31 surveillance systems transmitting live video distributed on the full length of 80.5km freeway. All those cameras are currently in service under good condition. The proposed TrafficNet3 is settled on the server connected to all surveillance systems. Images are captured in 10 minutes time span and transmitted to the server and input to the TrafficNet3. The road state then discrete into congestion or non-congestion. Typical captured images within 24 hours and their discrete state are illustrated in Fig. 12 . The automatic discretion of the road state is same as the ground truth. Furthermore, road state is presented with corresponding spatial and temporal information. In the spatial dimension, the mark of freeway stake is incorporated with the surveillance system. In the temporal dimension, current time has been built-in too. Additionally, we have also tested the situation of the rotation of the camera platform and a zoom lens of the surveillance cameras. Satisfactory discretion ability is obtained to show the robust of the proposed algorithm. This case study shows the generalized ability of the proposed TrafficNet, which could have potential practical application in the traffic surveillance systems in the future.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In order to promote the application of the deep learning approaches into transportation application, the theoretical network is specialized to automatically detect road state of congestion. TrafficNet is proposed to bridge the current advanced deep learning approaches and practical application. After rounds of testing and training, three deep TrafficNet based on residual learning are setup and pre-trained by the ILSVRC-2012 dataset. Both the network structure and weight are then transferred to traffic application. In order to fine-tune the TrafficNet, a traffic images dataset is established from 14470 active surveillance cameras using in Shaanxi Province, China. Images covering various illumination, weather conditions, and vast scenario are specially selected to establish the original dataset. After pre-processing and augmentation, training image set for the congested and uncongested road are stored in balanced data size. This relatively small dataset is used to pre-train transferred TrafficNet. The validation dataset shows the detection accuracy can reach 99% for those three TrafficNet. However, the detection accuracy for the new input images is not as high as that of the validation set. So, in order to improve the generalized ability of TrafficNet, more layers are added and tested on the new images set. After finetuning the learning process, the accuracy of a testing dataset of TrafficNet3 reaches 95%. The resulting detection method is applied to a representative case. Frequently congested freeway of Xi'an RaoChang has selected covers a large regional surveillance system. The effectiveness and efficiencies are magnificently demonstrated with quick detection in the high accuracy and presented its low-cost with intensive-resource used compared to previously video-based detection method. Satisfactory discretion ability is obtained to show the robustness of the proposed algorithm. This case study shows the generalized ability of the proposed TrafficNet, which could have potential practical application in the traffic surveillance systems. It is worth to extend its successful application to other traffic surveillance system and have potential enhancement for ITS in future.
